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EARLY MAY, DAIRY SALES CONTINUED TO SOAR, BAKERY AND DELI MIXED
Two months after the world of grocery retailing saw its first
signs of COVID-19 affecting food purchases, grocery patterns
continue to evolve. Following two panic buying weeks in
mid-March, consumers are shifting to fewer, but bigger, trips
and shopping at different times, buying different items and
buying at different stores. All this affects the performance of
the bakery, dairy and deli departments — in some cases in a
positive way, in other cases negatively. Dairy has emerged
as a sales powerhouse ever since the onset of coronavirus
in the U.S. and the week of May 3 was no different. While
the packaged baked goods aisle is doing well, the limited
service/assortment and/or shutting down of bakery and deli
counters across many stores have had severely negative
impact on sales of deli prepared and in-store bakery,
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particularly indulgent bakery items. 210 Analytics analyzed
the IRI weekly sales findings, made possible by IDDBA.
Total store sales, including the fresh perimeter, gained
18.3%, down just slightly from the very strong late April
performance. Total edibles excluding fresh were up 24.4%
over the week of May 3 versus year ago. This was the first
week when growth in center store edibles versus the fresh
perimeter were just one percentage point apart. Boosted by
yet another astounding week for meat, the total perimeter
increased 22.3%, while sales in the deli and fresh bakery (RW)
departments pulled down the average. Dairy had another
strong week, with sales up 28.7%.
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“This is an important
indicator week,” said Jeremy
Johnson, VP of Education
for IDDBA. “To see doubledigit increases for the fresh
perimeter for eight weeks
running is incredible. Now,
we need to work on keeping
engagement with dairy high
and bringing in-store bakery
and deli-prepared back
online. I’ve been greatly
encouraged by seeing
many retailers reach out to
consumers at home through
social media ideation and
online cross-merchandising with all the
items for Mother’s Day brunch, homemade brownies, etc. With many other
holidays and summer celebrations in
the next few months, we have ample
opportunity to encourage consumers to
enjoy across our categories.”

Dairy
Dairy sales gains have been doubledigits over the comparable week in 2019
for eight weeks running. Gains for the
week ending May 3 were +28.7%, driven
by continued strong demand for milk,
cheese, egg, butter and creamers. “This
week, 11 out of the 12 dairy sub-categories increased doubledigits versus year ago,” said Abrielle Backhaus, Research
Coordinator with IDDBA. “Butter and egg performance in
particular have been very strong. Typically, higher meat prices,
and in this case shortages, prompt people to venture more into
eggs. But we are already dealing with sky-high demand for
eggs with more breakfasts, lunches and dinners having moved
at-home, not to mention the continued baking craze that is
gripping the nation.”
On the Retail Feedback Group’s Constant Customer Feedback
(CCF) program, many shoppers continued to write in about
the limited egg and other dairy item supply as well as the
upward pressure on pricing in some areas. One wrote in,
“Dairy products were out of stock again. It is said there was an
abundance of milk. Where the heck is the milk?” Another said,
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“I’m on the Keto diet and eat several eggs a day. I have to go
to the store every few days to see if you have more as they
are either out or I am limited to just one dozen, yet I’m paying
double or so it feels.”
Natural cheese had the highest increase in absolute dollars,
with year-over-year sales up $91 million, followed by milk that
sold an additional $47 million and eggs, with an additional $45
million.
A look at dollar versus unit sales is highly insightful as well.
“The one-week look shows a 14.1 percentage point gap
between units and dollars for the week ending May 5 versus
year ago for total dairy,” said Jonna Parker, Team Lead, Fresh
for IRI. “This can indicate two things. First, people moving to
larger pack sizes, which is often one of the first measures that
we see emerging during recessionary times. Also keep in mind
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that there is less need for on-the-go items or lunch box items.
That all favors purchasing in larger quantities for better value.
And second, there is likely some inflationary pressure in there
as well, particularly for items in high demand.”

Deli — Continued Mixed Results
For the week ending May 5, both deli cheese and meat
(random weight) came in ahead of the comparable week in
2019. Deli cheese continued to have double-digit increases,
whereas deli meat dropped back down to the gains seen in late
March and early April. While still down, deli-prepared (random
weight, and some limited private label UPC) also seems to
be settling in to a new sales
pattern, about 35% down from
last year’s levels. In addition to
changed traffic patterns, it is
important to note deli-prepared
offerings remained limited or
closed down for most retailers.

Deli Meat
During the first week of May,
random weight deli meat sales
had very similar sales results as
it did the first week of April in
the high single-digits. Volume
sales were up 1.7%. Patterns
relative to grab-and-go
versus slice-to-order
counter sales remained
the same as seen in prior
weeks. While service
counter sales made up 68%
of deli meat sales this week,
sales were down 8.2%.
Sales for service counter
deli meat that has been
previously sliced for graband-go, but still sold nonUPC, was up 69.0%. But
not everyone is a fan of this
solution, as seen on CCF.
“I get that you are social
distancing by having deli
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meats pre-sliced and prepackaged. But… now we have to root
through all of the packages to find an amount we want. So all
of the packages get touched by everyone looking. If you would
have the deli service counter open, one person would slice
meat and cheese and hand me my package. Less contact!” A
very content customer shared, “I was so happy that you went
back serving sandwich meat to your customers. You have the
best deli among all other stores and I like to see the deli meats
that I am buying.” Customer comments on package size variety
for the reasons of budget, household size and variety also
continued to come in on CCF.
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Meanwhile, pre-packaged, UPC-ed refrigerated lunch meats
continued to outperform random weight deli meat, with dollars
up 14.9% and a higher increase for volume sales as well.
However, the difference compare with prior weeks was much
diminished.

Deli Cheese
Sales gains for random weight deli cheese sales continue to
move up and down, but had its second-highest increase since
March 22 — the second of the two panic-buying weeks.
While seven times the size of random weight deli
cheese, packaged cheese saw much higher gains yet
again, at +36.6% for dollars and +26.1% for volume.
Likewise, retailers who prepared grab-and-go options
for the deli cheese offering did well. “The positive
impact of pre-slicing deli cheese for grab-and-go
availability continued as well,” said Angela Bozo,
Education Director with IDDBA. “Whereas service
counter sales were up down 5.4%, cheese packaged
for grab-and-go, but still non-UPC, was up 58.8%. It
is important to keep in mind this is a smaller share of
total random weight deli cheese (32%), but it remains
an important takeaway to help drive sales.”

Deli-Prepared
Since the onset of coronavirus, sales for deli-prepared
have been down as retailers across the country closed
or limited operations. Going into May, restaurants
in several states could re-open seating areas, albeit
with social distancing guidelines in place. “The big
question on everyone’s mind
is how the slow re-opening
of restaurants will affect the
already battered deli-prepared
arena,” said Eric Richard,
Industry Relations Coordinator
with IDDBA. “Throughout the
pandemic, we have seen frozen
meal solutions and food service
meal delivery services perform
strongly so the demand for
convenient at-home solutions
is there. At the same time,
shoppers want to limit the
number of trips to stores, which
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is a big barrier to overcome for deli-prepared. As an industry,
we have to solve the puzzle of how to drive engagement with
deli-prepared, packaged or made-to-order, within the realities
of the new shopping patterns.” Deli-prepared food sales were
down 36.3% with volume off 34.8%. Sales were off for all
offerings and meal occasions, whether breakfast items, combo
meals, trays or deli pizza.

Bakery
The week of May 3 could not quite continue the strong results
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seen in late April, but both
packaged baked goods
and cookies and crackers
achieved double-digit gains.
The in-store bakery is slowly
climbing back from its low
during the week of April 19,
which was the week that sales
had to go up against the 2019
Easter bump.

Prepackaged Baked Goods Aisle
All areas within the packaged
baked good aisle saw sales
gains during the week of
May 3. The strongest gains
were achieved by bagels and
English muffins, but both are
smaller segments. In terms of absolute dollars, bread and
rolls had a strong week and added $49 million over last year.
“While cross-merchandising is hard to do amid clean-aisle
policies and labor limitations, we continue to see very high
gains for hot dogs,” said Parker. “Virtual cross-merchandising
for online promotions and social media outreach with the
grilling season coming up can be great ways to boost bakery
sales from functional buns to a little treat for dessert.”

Cookies and Crackers
While tracking well ahead of 2019, ups and downs in gains for
cookies and crackers (packaged cookies and crackers in UPC/
fixed weight packages) continued. While the last week of April
was extremely strong, gains were more in line with the growth
recorded in early April. Meantime, the baking aisle continued to
enjoy highly elevated sales as well, up 63.4% and frozen baked
goods also increased, up 46.3%.

In-Store Bakery
Much like deli meat, cheese and prepared offerings, in-store
bakery sales continued to be affected by closed or reduced
operations. Sales for the in-store bakery (non-UPC, randomweight items, no UPC items) were off by nearly 17% versus
those during the same week last year. In addition to bread,
croissants are tracking in positive territory again for two weeks
running.
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What’s Next?
There are few signs that the elevated everyday demand will
diminish any time soon. Additionally, Mother’s Day may have
provided another small sales boost with restaurants in most
states still closed or open with limited seating capacity. Holiday
solutions for smaller gatherings for Memorial Day, Father’s Day
and other summer activities may help boost sales for deliprepared.
210 Analytics, IRI and IDDBA will provide sales updates every
week. Meanwhile, please thank the grocery industry, from
farm to store, for all they do to ensure supply during these
unprecedented times.

